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OFF BY INDEL B
EASYLIFE TB45AC

PORTABLE
REFRIGERATOR 

        

   

Product price:  

294,35 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

OFF BY INDEL B EASYLIFE TB45AC PORTABLE REFRIGERATOR 

The Refrigerator OFF BY INDEL B EASYLIFE TB45AC is designed for storage even at low
temperatures, with a maximum capacity of 39 Lt.

OFF BY INDEL B EASYLIFE TB45AC is a portable refrigerator, powered by 220V (AC) that offers
the best of electronic technology thanks to the ECO function for energy saving and TURBO for
fast cooling. 

The OFF BY INDEL B EASYLIFE TB45AC refrigerator has an extremely large internal volume,
capable of holding up to 39 liters of food and beverages, in addition the internal volume allows
you to hold bottles up to 2 liters in an upright position.

OFF BY INDEL B EASYLIFE TB45AC is an "intelligent" refrigerator for all those who need a true
additional refrigerator or have the need to store even at low temperatures.

The OFF BY INDEL B EASYLIFE TB45AC refrigerator guarantees a very silent operation thanks
to its design cared for in every detail.

TECHNICAL FEATURES Refrigerator OFF BY INDEL B EASYLIFE TB45AC

Capacity 39 Lt
Ac power supply: 220 V
Energy efficiency class: F
Power: 61 Watt
Acoustic power: 39 dB (A)
Width: 520 mm
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Depth: 470 mm
Height: 480 mm
Dry weight: 18.4 kg + 2.3 kg packaging

Looking for a product with different characteristics? Here you can find the full range OFF BY
INDEL B and other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and subject to change by the manufacturer

Refrigerator OFF BY INDEL B EASYLIFE TB45HTAC in tempor tortor augue nec purus.
Curabitur ut lorem metus. Aenean scelerisque, est sit amet posuere venenatis, quam diam
sagittis tortor, et sodales nulla sem faucibus orci. Mauris feugiat enim id nisl aliquet. Refrigerator

  

Product features:  

Power (W): 61
Acoustic pressure: 39 dB (A)
Length (mm): 520
Width (mm): 470
Height (mm): 480
Dry weight (Kg): 18.4
Feed Type: 230 V (AC)
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 39
Energy class: F
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